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A new crisis exploded in late December in the former state airline, Aerolineas Argentinas S.A.
(ARSA), after the company laid off 775 employees to alleviate the firm's financial problems. ARSA's
entire work force has threatened to strike, backed by Argentina's General Labor Confederation
(Confederacion General de Trabajadores, CGT). Last month, a national scandal engulfed ARSA after
government officials and independent groups accused the company's new owner the Spanish airline
Iberia of neglecting to invest in the firm's basic maintenance, allowing ARSA planes to rapidly
deteriorate and endanger passenger safety. To resolve the controversy, Iberia had agreed to invest
US$320 million to improve its services, promising to add seven new planes to the ARSA fleet by
the end of 1993 (see Chronicle 12/17/92). As a result, on Dec. 13, the company brought two new
aircraft into the country, and negotiations are underway with Iberia to lease more planes to ARSA
this month. Nevertheless, company directors blame ARSA's deterioration on exorbitant operating
costs. Excess staff combined with lucrative salaries for pilots and other specialized personnel divert
the firm's resources away from needed investment, according to ARSA executives, who say staff cut
backs are essential to adequately upgrade the airlines. Consequently, on Dec. 16, ARSA laid off 775
employees about 10% of the company's 7,800 work force. Although the company says it will rehire
the workers within three months once the firm's financial situation improves, the ARSA employees'
union believes the affected workers will be permanently discharged, and fears that more lay offs
will soon follow. Ensuing labor disputes have thrown the company into a new crisis. On Dec. 31,
ARSA was forced to cancel one of its flights to Miami after the pilots' union Argentine Asociacion
de Aeronavegantes (AAA) refused to authorize its member pilots to fly the craft, claiming it lacked
the necessary number of crew members mandated by international law. On Jan. 4, AAA also led
a 24-hour, nation-wide air workers strike to demand that ARSA immediately rehire its workers,
and the Association plans more work stoppages for the coming weeks. In addition, the CGT the
country's largest union confederation has threatened a national strike in solidarity with the AAA,
which is a member of the confederation. In an effort to avert a national crisis, in late December the
Ministry of Labor ordered ARSA to temporarily rehire the workers and open negotiations with
its employees over future personnel cuts, but so far ARSA directors refuse to comply. [Sources: El
Financiero International (Mexico), 12/07/92; Spanish news service EFE, 12/16/92, 01/01/93; Agence
France- Presse, 12/16/92, 12/17/92, 12/31/92, 01/02/93]
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